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Introduction
Built on the Ethereum blockchain, Good Luck Token is a standard ERC-20
virtual token inspired by chance, fortune and superstition. Created to bestow
luck to those who hold them, our tokens are digitized good luck charms
befitting of the modern age.
Physical coinage, medallions and lucky charms have been coveted among
superstitious people and believers in fate as far back as the beginning of
time. Completely virtual, our kismet cryptocurrency allows such persons to
collect and carry their luck digitally.
LUCK Tokens solve two common problems superstitious people experience:
 The fear of losing or misplacing their lucky coin/charm.
 The fear of forgetting or damaging their lucky coin/charm.
Pack your wallet and prosper. Enjoy the assurance of securely and safely
carrying good luck tokens locked within the vault of your Ethereum wallet
and digitally attainable 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

Mission Statement
Legend has it fortune and favor come to those who believe in the
inexplicable powers of karma, chance and serendipity. Rather being
something paranormal or metaphysical in nature, luck is speculative thought
often represented in the tangible form of lucky tokens, coins, charms or
personal curios.
We want those who carry LUCK tokens to feel luckier, happier and more
fortuitous in all that they do. Though there will always be skeptics, luck is a
novel concept and age-old belief that has been around for centuries. Fate
isn’t a fluke. You’re on the brink of a big break. Take a chance on luck! Fill
your Ethereum wallet with lucky tokens that can be stored, traded or gifted.

Vision
We aim to offer a digital version of a physical product familiar to persons
around the world. People from all corners of the globe have collected
various coins, charms, magical amulets and lucky crystals as tokens of good
luck in the past. Designed to eliminate the common frustrations and
annoyances of carrying physical objects, Good Luck Token is a completely
virtual alternative.
Unlike most other Ethereum tokens, this lucky token does not use any
decimals. This was done intentionally so that people could not hold just part
of a Good Luck Token. Instead, it was important that people only hold or
trade entire tokens. Secondly, when creating LUCK tokens, we also thought
it was important to have one fixed amount (888,888,888) be created
immediately and that was it - No mining, minting, or burning. LUCK tokens
were created to give people the opportunity to hold their very own good luck
charm digitally so that they don’t have to worry about leaving it at home,
losing it or misplacing it. Our goal is to make this virtual lucky charm
widely available and easily tradeable for everyone around the world.

Tokenomics
Token Name: Good Luck Token
Token Symbol: LUCK
Token Type: ERC-20
Token Network: Ethereum
Decimals: 0
Max Supply: 888,888,888
Contract Address: 0x3fd9c817e0f1b9653beef770f8cd4251970395f7

Token Distribution
There are three different ways to get LUCK tokens. First, you can swap
Ethereum (ETH) for LUCK tokens directly through our website. A total of
37.5% (333,333,333 LUCK tokens) have been reserved for website swaps
and tokens are automatically distributed to your wallet once the transaction
has been confirmed. We also reserved 37.5% (333,333,333 LUCK tokens)
for exchange listings. Although Good Luck Token is not currently listed on
any exchanges, we have this on our road map and once our token has been
listed, holders will be able to swap their LUCK tokens on these exchanges.
Finally, we have reserved a total of 12.5% (111,111,111 LUCK tokens) for
distribution via giveaways and airdrops. These will be tokens people can
obtain for free by completing a variety of different tasks. The final 12.5%
(111,111,111 LUCK tokens) are reserved for team members and developers.
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Road Map
1st Quarter 2020
Token Created, Website Launched and Presale Started
2nd Quarter 2020
LUCK Giveaway Started (Round 1), Promotion & Marketing Launch
3rd Quarter 2020
LUCK Listing On Exchange (Uniswap), LUCK Giveaway Distribution
(Round 1), Additional Payment Methods Added To Website
4th Quarter 2020
LUCK Listing On Exchange (SushiSwap), CoinGecko Listing, LUCK
Giveaway Started (Round 2)
1st Quarter 2021
CoinMarketCap Listing, LUCK Giveaway Distribution (Round 2),
Additional Payment Methods Added To Website
2nd Quarter 2021
LUCK Listing On Exchange (LedgerDex), CoinPaprika Listing, LUCK
Giveaway Started (Round 3)
3rd Quarter 2021
White Paper v2.0 Release, LUCK Giveaway Distribution (Round 3)

Team Members

Disclaimer
The contents of this White Paper are not made subject to the approval and
review of any regulatory authority. GoodLuckToken.com has not and will
not be taking any such action legally or for the compliance of the rules and
requirements of any regulatory authority or rules of any jurisdiction. The
publication, dissemination or distribution of this White Paper is not done in
compliance with the regulatory requirements and rules or applicable laws.
GoodLuckToken.com and its respective officers, advisors, employees and
workers or agents of the affiliates of the market will not be held liable for
any kind of damage in terms of the website or LUCK tokens. The damage
may include and will not be limited to direct, consequential, incidental,
special, and indirect damages such as lost profits, loss of revenue and
foreseeable or otherwise loss to the third party, trade losses caused by the
usage or loss of usage of the website or LUCK tokens. You acknowledge
that LUCK tokens are not subject to any immediate resale or financial
purposes. Certain White Paper statements highlight the future prospects and
the current views of the distributor in terms of the execution roadmap,
business strategy and plan, financial performance of the distributor and the
sectors in which the distributor operates in general.

Contacts
Support: admin@goodlucktoken.com
Website: https://www.goodlucktoken.com
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/GoodLuckTokenChannel
Telegram Group: https://t.me/GoodLuckTokenCommunity
Twitter: https://twitter.com/GoodLuckToken
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/GoodLuckToken
Medium: https://goodlucktoken.medium.com
BitcoinTalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=3269792

